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§9. Distribution of ICRF Heated Minority Ions 
in LHD 
S. Murakami, N. Nakajima, M. Okamoto 
High power ICRF heating is considered in LHD 
with the heating power, P1c~2MW and the frequency 
range, f=25-95MHz. ICRF heating produces high 
energetic trapped particles and these motions are very 
complicated in heliotrons. Therefore the confinement 
of energetic ions is an important issue for the ICRF 
heating in heliotrons. In previous papers [ 1-3] we have 
shown the significant effect of minority ion orbit loss 
on the ICRF heating efficiency in heliotrons. In 
addition to that the energetic minority ions would also 
affect the MHD modes (e.g. T AE, HAE) through the 
wave-particle interaction and the radial electric field 
through the enhanced minority ions flux . In order to 
study these problems it is necessary to evaluation 
minority ion distribution in the real and velocity 
space. 
In this paper we study the minority ion distribution 
by Monte-Carlo simulation code in 5D phase space. 
The steady state distribution of minority ion is 
evaluated by solving the time development equation 
of minority ion distribution, 
!r+(v"+v v)·V'f +a· V' vf =C(f)+SicRF +Sprcl + Lprcl 
where C(f) is the linear Coulomb Collision Operator, 
and SICRF' spiel and Lptcl are the ICRF heating term, 
particle source term and particle loss term by orbit 
loss, respectively. We assume the outermost flux 
surface as the orbit loss boundary. The complex 
magnetic field configuration and finite-P effects on 
the particle motion are included using the Boozer 
coordinates based on 3D MHD equilibrium 
(VMEC+NEWBOZ code). 
Figure 1 shows the distribution of minority ions in 




3]. We can see the 
elongation of velocity distribution to the v .L direction 
because of the perpendicular heating by ICRF heating. 
Interestingly, the distribution is reduced by the orbit 
loss in the edge region. 
We, next, study the rpinority ion distribution in the 
real space. Figure 2 shows the pressure profile of 
minority ions in LHD in the toroidal cross section 
where the magnetic surface is horizontally elongated. 
We can see the two peaks of pressure profile. This is 
because ICRF heated energetic ions moves along the 
helical ripple. 
Fig. 1 Distribution of minority ions in the 3D space 
(r, v11, vJ in LHD (standard config.) 
Fig. 2 Pressure profile of minority ions in the toroidal 
cross section where the magnetic suiface is 
horizontally elongated. 
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